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Site is Blank Error!
Posted by Mattlab - 2012/05/02 04:24
_____________________________________

So I follow your directions but when I go to my new slave site in a fresh install it is blank! There is
nothing there on the page. Why is it not showing installation? I have made sure DNS is correct. HELP!

============================================================================

Re: Site is Blank Error!
Posted by Mattlab - 2012/05/02 05:00
_____________________________________

Too add I have checked and saw no errors in my error log related to this module. It is simply not creating
any files when you do fresh install. It creates the directory and some basic files but not the rest! What is
going on! I need this WORKING or I want a refund!

============================================================================

Re: Site is Blank Error!
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/05/03 18:24
_____________________________________

Verify the setting step by step. 

If you are creating a website with a specific domain or subdomain, start to verify that you have correctly
setup you cPanel or other HTTP Server administration tool. 

Once you have defined the domain or subdomain in your server, you can put the "hello.php" file into the
directory assigned to the domain or subdomain. 

If you which create a websites into a subdirectory, create the subdirectory with FTP and put the
"hello.php". 
See tutorial video 7 for the "hello word" procedure. 

Once you have put the "hello.php" on your server, use your brother to call it. 
Once you have the "hello.php" runing, it displays the full path where this future website is located. 

Now that you now the full path displayed by the "hello.php", you can use it in JMS when you create the
slave site. Put this value into the "deploy folder" 

Normally, this should deploy the website into this directory and you should have the files. 

So verify the "deploy folder" path and to be sure, use the "hello.php" file that display the path that must
be used.
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